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Just a burst of explosions was heard, and the ground cracked instantly. 

A blood-red sword light extended from the ground and quickly slashed towards Dustin in 

the direction of the crack. 

Wherever the sword light passed, a large amount of gravel shot out, like bullets, hitting 

Dustin overwhelmingly. 

The intensity of its attacks is like a violent storm, making it impossible to guard against 

and unable to hide. 

Dustin snorted coldly, did not dodge or avoid, and lightly stamped his feet on the 

ground. 

A translucent shield of true energy was formed out of thin air, blocking the body like a 

shield. 

“Dong dong dong dong dong…” 

The rubble all over the sky hit the Qi shield, causing only a few tiny ripples but not 

breaking through the defense. 

At the same time, the blood-red sword light roared over and struck Dustin’s protective 

shield with great force. 

“boom!” 

There was a loud bang. 

The protective shield shook slightly, and ripples sputtered out from the hit location, 

rippling slightly. 

“What? Blocked it?!” 

Seeing this scene, the suit butler couldn’t help but change his expression. 



Although the earth dragon flash is not as fast as the sword draw, it is more powerful and 

destructive. 

He used to think that Dustin’s escape from drawing the sword was just a fluke, but now 

it seems that the opponent is really powerful. 

“Flying Sword Style—Dragon Nest Flash!” 

“Flying Sword Style – Tornado Flash!” 

“Flying Sword Style – Dragon Hammer Flash!” 

“Flying Sword Style – Dragon Flying Flash!” 

After one blow was ineffective, Kusama’s momentum surged, and all kinds of killing 

moves continued to pour out, slashing at Dustin like a landslide and tsunami. 

Dragon’s Nest Flash is a random attack technique, which is characterized by 

continuously slashing at the opponent at an extremely fast speed without leaving any 

room. 

The tornado flash is a rotating strike. The body rotates in the air and uses the inertia to 

draw out the sword and deliver a powerful blow with a slash. 

The speed is comparable to drawing a sword, but the power is much stronger. 

The dragon hammer flash is a chopping style. The body leaps into the air, from top to 

bottom, and uses the power of swinging the waist, abdomen and feet to deliver a fatal 

blow. 

This move is specially used to break the opponent’s defense. 

The Dragon Flying Flash is an upward attack, slashing upwards from the lower part. It 

has the same effect as the Dragon Hammer Flash. 

It’s just that compared to Dragon Hammer Flash, Dragon Flying Flash is more flexible 

and has more tricks. 



Yayoi Kusama made a series of slashes, almost using all her strength. 

In the past, even opponents more powerful than him would have died under the attack 

of Feitian Yujian style. 

However, Dustin used very simple movements to resist, block, or dodge his attacks one 

by one. 

For the first time, he was unable to do anything to his opponent when he used Feiten’s 

Sword Style. 

Especially after seeing the sarcastic smile hanging on the corner of Dustin’s mouth, 

Kusama Yayoi’s mentality collapsed and she was close to going crazy. 

“Bagua! I’ll fight you!” 

Yayoi Kusama roared and roared, using all her strength and at the cost of damaging her 

body, she used the strongest move of the Hiten Mitsurugi style. 

“Hiten Mitsurugi Style – Mystery – Nine-Headed Dragon Flash!” 

Yayoi Kusama held the sword in both hands and slashed at Dustin nine times at a 

speed that exceeded the speed of drawing a sword. 

Each of these nine knives is faster and more powerful than the last, and the attack 

angle is tricky and the attack is extremely fierce. It perfectly combines all the 

advantages of the previous moves. 

As soon as the attack came out, the situation changed and the ground shook. 

The onlookers watched from a distance, feeling frightened and their bodies began to 

tremble unconsciously. 

Even Dong Qianqiu couldn’t help but feel fear after seeing Yayoi Kusama using the 

most powerful secret of the flying sword. 

Because he didn’t have any confidence that he could take on this terrifying killing move. 



Once this move is used, Dustin is in danger! 

 


